
 

 

 

 

 
 
Communicate with Confidence: Voice and Body Language Techniques for Lawyers 
 
Words are the tools of the legal trade but they account for a very small portion of an overall message. Although 
the overwhelming percentage of human communication is nonverbal, many lawyers do not receive training in 
this area. Would you like to hone the effectiveness of your body language, tone of voice, and inflection?  
This session will provide tips for improving the vocal and non-verbal aspects of your personal communication 
style when giving a presentation, negotiating in the boardroom or making your case in court. 
 
Topics include: 
 
“Performance skills” of advocacy that make you an engaging speaker, including strategies for: 

o dealing with stage fright and boosting confidence; 
o harnessing your vocal power; 
o creating empowered and relaxed body language; and 
o keeping your audience engaged.  

 
“Rules” of improvisation for more effective communication, including strategies for: 

o thinking on your feet in the courtroom; 
o switching tracks in a client meeting; and 
o maintaining poise in difficult situations and presentations. 

 
Presenters:  Katrina Dunn, Artistic Director, Touchstone Theatre and Touchstone Training, Vancouver  | Bob 
Mann, Manager, Discipline and Appeals, Dalhousie University, Halifax 
 
 
Effortless Schmoozing: A Lawyer’s Guide to Authentic Networking 
 
Some people make schmoozing look effortless, but almost everyone admits that they feel a bit awkward when it 
comes to the niceties of corporate socializing. This session covers many aspects of business-related social events 
– whether it is client meals and drinks, or networking at industry gatherings and external professional 
development seminars. Wallflowers and smooth talkers, introverts and extroverts, senior counsel and new 
lawyers are equally welcome. 
 
After this webinar, you will be able to: 
 Understand the practical difference between networking and business development 
 Handle introductions, food and drink, and small talk with confidence 
 Develop strategies for breaking in and out of conversation with one or many 
 
Presenter:  Andrea Verwey, Professional Coach & Leadership Consultant, Andrea Verwey Consulting, Vancouver 
and Bowen Island, BC 
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Procrastination: How to Nip It in the Bud 
 
Lawyers have many opportunities to procrastinate in their practice. While "putting things off" may serve an 
immediate purpose, the long-term effects of procrastination can have a disastrous impact on a lawyer's practice, 
reputation, relationship with clients and colleagues, financial situation and overall health. 
This very important session will provide lawyers with practical solutions and effective time and staff 
management techniques to nip "last-minute-itis" in the bud once and for all. 
 
Presenters:  Ann Gomez, Clear Concept Inc.  | Jane Southren, Jane Southren Consulting  
 
 
Business Acquisition: Deal Tactics and Boardroom Strategies 

 
The success of an M&A deal depends on solid legal advice from inception through closing. Lawyers advising 
buyers or targets need to understand the business and legal considerations of both sides in a deal. This session 
will examine the tactics of buyers and sellers and the strategic processes implemented by Boards of Directors, 
and how they can influence the process and outcome of a business acquisition. 
 
After this webinar, you will be able to: 
 Appreciate how buyers approach transactions and how they engage with targets 
 Provide strategic legal support to both buyers and target businesses as they seek to maximize opportunities 

and minimize risks that arise in M&A deals 
 Understand the key considerations that a Board will need to address in considering an M&A proposal, either 

as a buyer or a target 
 Develop strategies for structuring the acquisition or sale of a business 
 
Presenters:  W. Ian Palm, Gowling WLG (Canada) LLP, Toronto  | Cornell C.V. Wright, Torys LLP, Toronto 
 

 
Avoiding the 10 Biggest Mistakes Business Lawyers Make 
 
Mistakes are often great learning opportunities but it is better to learn from the mistakes of others. Join us for this 
informative session reviewing the most common mistakes made by lawyers in the business law setting. Our experienced 
speakers will review the root causes of these mistakes and outline strategies to avoid them. 
 
Presenters:  Lydia S. Bugden, Stewart McKelvey, Halifax   | Michael Posnikoff, Bull, Housser & Tupper LLP, Vancouver 
 
The Art of Persuasive Writing  
 
Whether you are drafting an affidavit or a factum, the ultimate goal is to persuade the reader. Lawyers who are 
skilled at persuasive writing know how to adapt their approach based on the particular document and the 
intended audience. This interactive session will provide demonstrations of effective legal drafting techniques 
that you can apply immediately in your practice. 
 
After this webinar, you will be able to: 
 Understand the importance of plain language drafting 
 Implement techniques for writing persuasive affidavits 
 Apply best practices for drafting trial factums and appeal factums 
 Adapt to different writing styles for your audience 
 
Presenters: Jamie Alyce Jurczak, Taylor McCaffrey LLP, Winnipeg  | Brandon Kain, McCarthy Tétrault LLP, 
Toronto 
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Current Issues in Municipal Law  
 
The past year has seen various legal developments that have an impact on municipal regulation. This webinar is 
your opportunity to stay current on the key developments. 
 
Our knowledgeable speakers will provide an update on noteworthy cases and their implications for lawyers who 
practice municipal law. 
 
Topics will include: 
 Marijuana dispensaries: the new frontier in municipal regulation 
 Municipal regulation of federal undertakings since the SCC decisions in Rogers Communications 

Inc v Châteauguay (City) and Windsor (City) v Canadian Transit Co 
 Recent freedom of information (FOI) and privacy cases affecting local governments, including the recent SCC 

decision on legal privilege and FOI, Alberta (Information and Privacy Commissioner) v University of Calgary 
  

Presenters:  Sara Dubinsky, Lidstone & Company, Vancouver  |  David Loukidelis Q.C., Young Anderson Barristers & 
Solicitors, Vancouver  |  Christopher J. Williams, Aird & Berlis LLP, Toronto 
 
 
To Settle or Not to Settle: Strategy and Tactics for Litigators  
 
A key decision in the litigation process is when to settle and when to proceed to trial. As a lawyer, you need to 
know how to assess your client’s case and provide strategic advice on costs, timing and prospects. This 
interactive session will use a case study to examine settlement considerations at various stages of a case from 
both the plaintiff and defendant perspectives. 
 
After this webinar, you will be able to: 
 Apply techniques for effective client communication throughout the settlement process 
 Develop strategies for dealing with opposing counsel 
 Identify weaknesses in your case and know how to address them 
 Understand the ethical considerations that you should consider when pursuing a settlement 
 
Presenters: Sheila E. Caston, McKercher LLP, Saskatoon  | Perminder S. Tung, Lindsay Kenney LLP, Vancouver 
 
 
Top 10 Ethical Traps That Litigators Should Avoid   
 
Various ethical, professionalism and practice management issues can arise throughout the litigation process. A 
good understanding of potential traps and pitfalls allows lawyers to reduce their exposure to malpractice claims 
when advocating for their clients. This session will explore the practical steps you can take to avoid the most 
common ethical errors that litigators make. 
 
After this webinar, you will be able to: 
 Identify and understand ethical traps that litigation lawyers face in their everyday practice 
 Appreciate the advantages of identifying ethical traps early on 
 Develop strategies for resolving common ethical traps, including those related to conflicts of interest, 

courtesy between lawyers, and use and misuse of trust funds 
 
Presenters:  Elizabeth Aspinall, Law Society of Alberta, Calgary  | Pierre Champagne, Gowling WLG (Canada) LLP, Ottawa 
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Elder Financial Abuse – Ethical and Risk Management Considerations 
 
As the Canadian population ages, an increasing number of people risk falling victim to financial abuse. Lawyers 
who work with older adults need to know how to identify signs of financial abuse and how to address problems 
when financial exploitation is suspected. 
 
This webinar will cover the following topics:  
 Practice management tips for lawyers advising older adults 
 How to draft a power of attorney to avoid financial exploitation 
 How banks respond to and prevent suspected financial exploitation 
 The litigator’s response to financial abuse 
 Alternative approaches using client-centered case management, conciliation and collaborative law when the 

exploiter is a family member 
 Ethical considerations in dealing with elder abuse 
 
Presenters:  Terry Moore, CIBC, Toronto  |  Ann Soden, The Elder Law Clinic, Westmount |  Shelley E. Waite, McLeod 
Law LLP, Calgary |  Melanie Yach, Aird & Berlis LLP, Toronto 
 
Making Smarter Decisions: Mitigating the Effects of the Irrational Brain 
 
Research in behavioral economics demonstrates that that our information-processing powers are limited, and 
that we frequently make irrational decisions by relying on mental short-cuts. These findings have important 
implications for the legal profession, where decisions are seemingly driven by facts, precedent, and logic. In this 
webinar, one of Canada’s leading experts on the application of behavioral insights to decision-making will 
explore how the brain processes information in the context of various alternatives, and how you can make more 
informed decisions, hone your critical thinking skills, and solve problems with confidence. 
After this webinar, you will be able to:  
 Appreciate the application of behavioral economics to various areas of law  
 Understand how cognitive biases affect your decision-making processes  
 Develop strategies to avoid irrational decisions and apply thought processes that allow you to solve 

problems more effectively 
 

Presenter:  Michael Sherman, President and Founder, BrainThinks, Toronto 
 
Made to Measure Legal Services: The Power of Limited Scope Retainers 
 
Unbundling of legal services involves breaking down the work typically involved in a full-service retainer into a 
menu of individual tasks, from which clients may pick and choose according to their interests, capabilities and 
needs. As unbundled legal services become increasingly popular across Canada, lawyers need to understand 
how limited scope retainers work in practice, as well as the associated ethical and professional responsibilities. 
This session will discuss unbundling, explore how to avoid liability and comply with regulatory requirements 
when providing unbundled services, and discuss how to communicate effectively with clients and manage their 
expectations during a limited scope retainer. 
 
After this webinar, you will be able to: 
•    Integrate unbundled legal services into your practice 
•    Understand how limited scope retainers are treated by regulators and courts 
•    Apply best practices for drafting retainer agreements and legal opinions 
•    Implement strategies to ensure effective client communication throughout the process 
 
Presenters:  John-Paul E. Boyd, Canada Research Institute for Law and the Family, Calgary | Sarah Westwood, Yuen 
Westwood Law Corp., Vancouver 



Overturning Precedent: The Implications of Carter and Bedford on Future Constitutional Cases 
 
In Bedford and Carter, the Supreme Court of Canada (SCC) held that the common law principle of stare decisis is not a 
straitjacket that condemns the law to stasis, and it cannot require a court to uphold a law that is unconstitutional.  
 
What makes these two cases extraordinary is not that the SCC overturned its own precedent, but that it outlined 
circumstances where trial courts may reconsider the settled rulings of higher courts. Namely, (a) where a new legal issue 
is raised, and (b) where there is a change in the circumstances or evidence that "fundamentally shifts the parameters of 
the debate."  
 
This webinar will delve into the legal and evidentiary issues in these rulings and the implications on future cases. 
 
Topics covered in this webinar include: 

 Nature of stare decisis and how it applies to Charter litigation 

 Litigation strategies, including the timing of the challenge 

 How the government responds to cases raising similar arguments 

 Evidence gathering and presentation for test case litigation 

 Importance and weight of expert evidence 
 
Presenters:  Zachary Green, Constitutional Law Branch – Ministry of the Attorney General of Ontario | Cheryl Milne, 
Asper Centre for Constitutional Rights Faculty of Law, University of Toronto 
 
 
 
Gender Identity and Gender Expression in the Workplace 
 
In recent years, various jurisdictions across Canada have expressly added “gender identity” and “gender 
expression” as prohibited grounds of discrimination in their human rights laws. Labour and employment lawyers 
need to understand the evolving legal landscape related to these grounds to properly advise their 
employee/union and employer/management clients. 
 
While gender identity and expression rights apply to everyone in the workplace, this webinar will focus on the 
rights of trans (transgender, two-spirit, non-binary, agender) workers, including the employer’s duty to 
accommodate. Our expert panel will discuss best practices and provide practical tips to avoid pitfalls and 
maintain an inclusive and productive workplace for all employees. 
 
Topics will include: 
 Overview of concepts and terms relating to gender identity and expression 
 Case law developments in the areas of human rights law and employment law 
 Guidance for developing appropriate workplace policies 
 
Presenters:  Kristine Barr, Legal and Legislative Representative, CUPE - Manitoba Regional Office | N. Nicole 
Nausbaum, Barrister & Solicitor  |  Siobhan O’Brien, Hicks Morley Hamilton Stewart Storie LLP 
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